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1 Background 

Class 422 '4BIG' 

Specification: 
 
Builder: 
In Service: 

Operator: 

Length: 
Width: 

Height: 
Weight: 

Brakes: 
Power Source: 

Max Speed: 

 

BREL York 
1964-2010 

British Rail 

80.98m (265' 8") 
2.82m (9' 3") 

3.77m (12' 9") 
150 tonnes (Unit) 

Air / EP 
750V DC 

145Kmh (90Mph) 

 
 

2EPB - Electro Pneumatic Brakes 
4CEP - Corridor Electro Pneumatic 

2HAP - Half Lavatory Pneumatic 

4VEP - Vestibule Electro Pneumatic 
4REP - Restaurant Electro Pneumatic 

4CIG - Corridor Intermediate Guard 
4BIG - Buffet Intermediate Guard 

4COP - Coastway Open Plan 
4SUB - Suburban Stock 

5WES - Wessex Stock 

6PUL - Pullman Stock 
8GAT - Gatwick Express Stock 

 
More details on the variety of Southern Region 
Multiple Units can be found in the following 
books: 

 
First Gen Southern EMUs by Kevin Robertson 
Southern Electric Units by Brian Golding 
The DC Electrics by Colin J. Marsden 
Southern Region Electrics by Bruce Oliver 

 

 

The 4BIG units were similar to the standard 421 
(4CIG), but contained a buffet car in place of 
the intermediate trailer. These units were also 
built in two batches - 'Phase 1' and 'Phase 2'. 
Phase 1 units were built in 1965/66 and were 
numbered 7031-48. Phase 2 units were built in 
1970 and were numbered 7049-7058. The 4BIG 
fleet were initially classified as Class 420 by 
British Rail under the new computer numbering 
system introduced in 1968, and then Class 422.  
 
The British Rail Class 422 electric multiple units 
were built at BR York Works between 1964 and 
1972. They were initially introduced on services 
on the Brighton Main Line. Later units were 
introduced on services to Portsmouth. These 
units replaced older Southern Railway-designed 
units, such as the 5Bel "Brighton Belle" units, 
and 4Cor units. Towards the end of their life, 
with the increasing use of newer trains which 
were equipped with sliding or plug doors, these 
trains became known as "slam door trains". 
 
The term 4CIG comes from a long standing 
naming convention used for Southern multiple 
units. 4CIG represents the number of vehicles in 
the unit, followed by a description of the stock - 
Corridor Intermediate Guard. The same applies 
to the 4BIG - Buffet Intermediate Guard More 
unit names are listed in the table on the right.  
 
The standard make up of the Class 422 / 4BIG 
consists of the following:  
 

DTCL + MBS + TRSB + DTCL2 
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2 Rolling Stock 
The following Class 422 Electric Multiple Unit is provided 

2.1 BR Blue & Grey 
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3 Driving the Class 422 

3.1 Cab Diagram 

 
Reverser 
 Push or pull the handle to set Forward or Reverse position (W & S on the 
 keyboard 
Throttle Lever 
 Pull the lever towards you to increase power (A on the keyboard) 
 Push the lever away from you to decrease power (D on the keyboard) 
 There are four discrete power notches 
 See chapter 3.2 Driving Technique for additional information 
Brake Handle 
 Pull the lever right to apply the Train Brakes (' on the keyboard) 
 Push the lever left to release the Train Brakes (; on the keyboard) 
 See chapter 3.2 Driving Technique for additional information 
Additional Controls 
 Wiper Switch - click to turn the window wipers on or off 
 AWS Button - click to cancel AWS warning (q on the keyboard) 
 Guards Buzzer - click to sound guard's buzzer 
 Horn - click to sound the train horn (space on the keyboard) 
 Shutdown Button - click to disable or enable train power 
 Handbrake Wheel (second man's side) - push or pull the wheel left/right to 
 apply or release the handbrake. 
 Interior Cab Light (L on the keyboard) 
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3.2 Driving Technique 

Starting the train 
Move  the reverser to the forward position and set 10psi pressure on the brake 
cylinder gauge (middle dial) using the brake handle. See below for details of brake 
usage. Move the throttle lever to notch 1, then set the brake handle to release. Move 
the throttle lever to notches 2, 3, or 4, depending on the final speed you wish to 
reach. 
 
Power control 
The throttle lever has 5 discrete notches - OFF, SHUNT, SERIES, PARALLEL and 
WEAKFIELD. OFF should be clear. SHUNT provides a low power position where 
acceleration notching is suppressed. It is for use in shunting movements, and initial 
train starts. The train will "balance" to a speed of about 5mph on level track in this 
position. SERIES will allow the power to notch up to half power. PARALLEL allows the 
power to advance to full power. To get full train speed the WEAKFIELD position 
should be selected.  
 
Note that classic camshaft power control systems like this do not allow "graduated" 
power release, i.e. you can't reduce power by moving the controller direct from 
PARALLEL to SERIES. To reduce power first move the controller to OFF, then advance 
it to SERIES. 
 
Stopping the train 
Move the throttle lever to OFF and apply the train brake using the brake handle. Use 
the brake cylinder gauge (middle dial) to determine the level of braking, 56psi is full 
braking. 
 
Brake control 
The brake handle provides control of two integrated braking systems - an electro-
pneumatic (EP) system for normal use, and a classic automatic air brake for 
reversionary use. Either can be used at any time. The EP brake is operated between 
the release position (handle fully to the left) and a position just before the handle is 
at right angles. It is a simple proportional, self lapping brake that provides graduated 
release. Level of brake application can be determined from the position of the 
handle, or the brake cylinder gauge (the middle one, full application is about 56psi). 
Note the brake pipe gauge pressure (red needle on the left gauge) does not vary 
with EP brake applications. 
 
The auto air brake is operated by quickly moving the brake handle to the right angle 
position, without pausing. If you pause between the release and right angle positions 
this will cause an EP application to occur. This position is the brake LAP notch. There 
are two other notched positions to the right of this, APPLY and EMERGENCY. The LAP 
and APPLY notches can be used in a similar manner to the brakes on the core stock 
steam locos. Placing the handle in the APPLY position causes the brake pipe pressure 
to be reduced at a continuous rate, returning it to the LAP position will maintain the 
current brake pipe pressure, and thus brake application. There is no graduated 
release for the auto air brake - the handle must be returned to the RELEASE position 
and the brakes will be completely released. The EMERGENCY position causes the 
brake pipe to be reduced to zero and the brakes fully applied.  Drivers are 
encouraged to use both braking systems in a run, to ensure they are both working. 
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4 Scenarios 

4.1 4BIG Introduction (Standard - Easy) 

An introductory scenario for the 4BIG where you can learn how to drive. The scenario 
begins with your train standing at Three Bridges station awaiting a path ahead for its 
short run on the slow lines to Redhill station. 

4.2 4BIG to Brighton (Standard - Medium) 

Drive a 4BIG on a fast service between London Victoria and Brighton. 

4.3 4BIG to Selhurst (Standard - Hard)  

Drive a late evening service from Brighton to East Croydon and then on to Selhurst 
depot. 

4.4 4BIG to Selhurst CS (Career - Hard)  

Tackle the career version of 4BIG to Selhurst and aim for the highest score! 
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5 Using the Class 422 in Custom Scenarios 
 
Before you are able to use the Class 422 in your own scenarios you must enable it in 
the object set filters for that scenario. 

 
When you make your own scenarios, or edit existing ones,  
only the default object sets are enabled for that route (for 
example the Kuju/RailSimulator assets for European 
routes and Kuju/RailSimulatorUS for North American 
routes).  To enable additional object sets (which could be 
for any downloaded or freeware content) ready for use 
they must be checked in the object set filter list in the 
editors. 
 
When editing the scenario you wish to add the Class421 
EMU to, ensure you are in the Scenario Editor and click 
the small blue square on the middle left panel. 
 
This opens a new panel on the right hand side of the 
screen (you may need to move your mouse over to the 
right hand side for the panel to fly out.  You can pin it 
open if you wish). 
 

 
This new panel has a drop down list of providers 
(usually the company name which produced the add-
on) and a list of all products by that provider. 
 
The Class 422 pack is produced by Railsimulator.com 
so RSC needs to be selected as the provider.  The 
rest of the panel is then populated by all other RSC 
products you have purchased. 
 
To enable the content of the pack for use in this 
scenario, check the box next to “Class422Pack01”. 
 
Now the Class 422 will be available in the asset 
browser list for placement in the current scenario 
only. 
 
If you want the EMUs to appear in the browser list 
for EVERY scenario on a route you must follow the 
same procedure but be in the World Editor and you 
can now check the first box. 
 
The slight disadvantage of having content enabled 
for all scenarios on a route, even when that content 
may not be used, is increased loading times. 
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6 Using Custom Numbering  
 
When placing a Class 422 in custom scenarios you may want to change the vehicle 
number, set number or head code.  All of these properties are controlled by editing 
the rail vehicle number which is accessed by double clicking the rail vehicle when 
editing a scenario within the scenario editor. 
 
The colours used below in the codes are purely for illustrative purposes. 
 
In all cases, a # represents a blank character. 
 
For the DTCL vehicles, if the code is not exactly 10 characters then nothing will 
display. 6 characters must be used for the MBS and TSRB vehicles. 
  
Example of a code with a custom destination: 
831497S76020 
  
Key:  
83    Route Code. Displayed in the leading corridor connection 
1497   4-car Unit Number. Displayed over the cab windows 
S76020  Vehicle Number. Displayed on the side of each vehicle. The  
   prefix  letter represents the region, which for the Southern EMU 
   fleets was S. Other regions include M (Midland), W (Western), 
   E (Eastern) and Sc (Scotland). For Sc, use the letter C. 
 
 


